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Dear……………………………………………………….., 

As someone I trust in general and especially on the issue of …………………………………… it feels 
important that you are involved in Global People Power’s democraAc process.  

Would you please propose a global policy on our Global People Power Represent e-democracy 
group? Would you then help us create a social media storm by encouraging your many followers to 
share, debate and vote on it? 

Please propose:…………………….…………………………....... In the explanaAon secAon please add links to 
campaigns you are affiliated to which advocate the proposal. 

Our aim is to forge a global progressive alliance to stem the terrifying rise of the far-right - the 
regressive backlash against globalised neo-liberalism. Our mission, kick-started by prominent 
progressive women around the world, is to open-source legally binding global social and 
environmental agreements and to take acAon to pull naAons together to implement them. To 
harness the power of women and to achieve democraAc gender equity, we strive to have two thirds 
female, including those who idenAfy as female, proposing policy.  

Our strategy is to unite the increasing number of supporters of progressive campaigns and poliAcal 
parAes around the world behind a range of policies to globalise jusAce, peace, equality, prosperity 
and sustainability. By linking together, the movement will present itself as a coherent force and 
therefore a significantly more electable prospect to a majority of mainstream voters.  

Through coordinaAng acAons around the world demanding global jusAce cooperaAon and by 
prioriAsing our votes for poliAcal parAes who sign-up to cooperate, we aim to create sufficient 
momentum for an unstoppable global democraAc revoluAon. In doing so we can tackle our most 
urgent problems including the power that mulA-naAonal corporaAons hold over naAonal 
governments.  

The movement’s global jusAce measures will be implemented by sovereign naAons together in a 
cooperaAve, synchronised way so that no naAon, community, individual or even corporaAon need 
lose out in the short-term by acAng in humanity’s long-term benefit. 

I look forward to hearing from you 

Yours sincerely 

……………………………………………………… 

• Contact:……………………………………………… 

• Website: hRp://globalpeoplepower.org/ 

• TwiRer: @GlobalPeoPow   
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